Regardless of the tux he wears,
His highbrow tie and shoes,
Our George's eyes are lowdown for
Those most
We Work

"Shocks will fly..."

Andy views Technical flats.

Assembly line... Tech style.
And Play
And Study

"Who's got the words?"

"Need some help Pop?"

"Even Green."

"Poor son, it all sounds."

"Anatomy by brute."

""
And Dance

What's the use in gettin' sober?

A "lange chargt"

Mr. and Mrs. Electric.

And the stars flewed like wine.

Yu want music too!
And Date

"Well possibly."

Hack and Lou.

Another wet (?) weekend.

The "forbidden fruit."

"Only the beginning."
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And Eat

Friday, Fitb

Blissful, oh what?

Fromen 1th, merciless.

Gotta meet that deadline.

The line that never ends.
And Drink
And Sweat

The "Windmill."

Fan Ten (or Vice Versa).

Square that Rat hot, Frosh!

July in November.
And Joke
And Drill

N. R. O.'s parade on Grant Field.

The "colors."

Take a strict muster!

Someone never gets the word.

"Eyes right."
Who's Who On The

DR. D. M. SMITH
"Most popular Prof"

BOB HORNICK
"Biggest bull-shooter"

EDDIE DAVID
"Senior most likely to succeed"

PAUL DUKE
"Most handsome"
GEORGE HILLS
"Best all around"

LOU PAVLIS
"Wittiest"

BILL KLINKE
"Biggest politician"

JEAN BULLARD
"Most Curvacious Secretary"
"The Wrecks"

Note the coat-of-arms on the door.
The Chi Phi's on the line.

Everything from soup to nuts.
Homecoming

The KA's "level" Georgia.

That's Grant Field in the background.

"To Hell With Georgia" only a first for Sigma Chi.